Minutes for the TIC meeting (16 Oct, 2-3 PM, Rm 328):

1) CALL updates (Crowell)
   • All of the lecture videos have been updated by the vendor, and reposted on the calendar.
   • At the M2 dean’s forum students reported issues with (non-lecture) videos on LUMEN playing on various devices. The videos that have been identified are very old and will be converted to an updated format to see if this alleviates the issues.

2) Library updates (Hendler)
   • Dr. Haske was able to get assistance from Chris in the library to begin work on an animation project. Library resources are available to assist faculty with special projects of this sort.

3) Student issues (Student Representatives)
   • Changes that were made to the course evaluations will be applied to the clerkship evaluations as well.
   • The third year students reported difficulty finding faculty and residents in the evaluation system. IT will review the application to streamline the process.

4) Old Business
   • Budget reports (Hoyt) - $33,300
   • Student technology award proposal - updates (McNulty)
     o Two students submitted proposals for projects. Both projects will be approved, but likely trimmed in scope.

5) New Business
   • A TIC web site will be created including a technology inventory complete with contact information.
   • We have three first-year students interested in becoming M1 representatives; 2 will be invited to join the committee.